
1 Wellington Dam Road,
Worsley, WA

In the past, people became graves, and created
graveyards. Now, you can choose to become a tree

and be part of a beautiful forest.
– Warren Roberts, Founder

“Celebrate Life by Creating New Life”

Living Legacy Forest is an Australia-wide initiative enabling people to plant their loved ones’ ashes in
the roots of a tree at a local memorial forest site. It is a beautiful way of celebrating life in a vibrant

location, allowing the deceased to live on in the trees and allowing families to mourn their loved
ones in a peaceful and uplifting environment.

Honour Life. 
Plant a Legacy Tree at

Wellington Forest.

As Seen In... Dad and I enjoyed her becoming 
a tree... As a mathematician and
environmental scientist, we knew 
the first law of thermodynamics - 
that matter can't be created or 
destroyed, it just transforms.
- Osborne family

Testimonial

Address

4 Easy Steps:
Choose a
package. 
 Choose a Tree.
 Schedule a     
 planting
ceremony with         
one of our 
 friendly expert
team 

1.

2.
3.

4- Take pride from
watching your loved
one’s tree  flourish &
take comfort 
 knowing they are
still with us.

“I love it, it’s the circle of life! I want to be a tree.” – Waleed Aly
www.livinglegacyforest.com

Contact us today!
phone or email us today to
arrange a no fuss consultation
ph: 08 6333 0349
email:
contact@livinglegacyforest.com



"I want to be a gumtree” – Peter Hellier

Be a part of creating 
a lasting Legacy Forest.

Reforestation of crucial forest
Creating habitat for local
wildlife
Helps families process grief 
Local memorial project
bringing the community
together
Dealing with overcrowding
cemeteries

Jarrah
Marri
Blackbutt

Significant Trees
options;

Can live  300 years+
Can grow  20 metres+

Your Legacy Tree
includes;

1.Custom steel plaque

2. Ash infusion treatment
and ceremony by trained
celebrant

3. Protection by a
conservation covenant
(registered on title) with
the Department of
Biodiversity.

4.A certificate of
registration.

Perth has the most expensive
funerals in Australia with
burials costing upwards of
$15,000.

A significant Legacy Tree (with
no ashes and a plaque starts
from  $2,150 with additional
costs per ash infusion
ceremony added to your tree
thereafter.

In comparison, Legacy Trees are
less than 1/3rd of the price and
are protected  from
development and logging by a
conservation covenant.

Join the community that is creating a creek front forest
for the native Quokka. 25% of each plot sale goes directly

to the conservation of the Wellington Dam Forest

For more detailed information &
personalised package information,
please email
contact@livinglegacyforest.com
or give our office a call on
 08 6333 0349

www.livinglegacyforest.com

Contact us today!Additional benefits

Be a part of creating a new forest
sanctuary by planting your tree
today!


